2013-14 SP Authentic Basketball

- **Configuration:**
  - 5 cards per pack
  - 24 packs per box
  - 12 boxes per case

- **Product Highlights:**
  - **NEW** - On Court Authentics
  - **NEW** - LeBron James Supreme Court
  - **NEW** - Ultimate Collection Booklet Signatures
  - By The Letter Signatures
  - 2000-2001 Flashback Rookie F/X

- **Arrival Date:** April 2014
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- **Box Break Summary:**
  - Three (3) autograph cards!
    - Includes one (1) By the Letter Signature (#’d to 75 or less)

- **Case Break Summary:**
  - Three (3) LeBron James Supreme Court cards
  - Four (4) On Court Authentics
    - Look for rare autograph versions!
  - Three (3) Ultimate Collection Rookie Auto Booklet Bonus Packs
    - #’d to 250 or less!
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- Get one (1) autographed buyback per case!
- Look for SPA buybacks (including 1-of-1’s) from players like:
  - Michael Jordan
  - LeBron James
  - Grant Hill
  - Hakeem Olajuwon
  - Alonzo Mourning
  - David Robinson
  - Anfernee Hardaway
  - Karl Malone
  - and more!
Introducing LeBron James Supreme Court Floor cards!

- Includes pieces of LeBron James’ high school floor that he won 2 state titles on!
- Collect all 5 different cards for each level of rarity!
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- Look for Ultimate Collection bonus packs!
  ✔ Every pack contains a Rookie or Legend booklet style autograph #’d to 250 or less!
  ✔ Falling three (3) per case!